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A pulmonologist, von Neergaard, who lived in Switzerland during the first half of this century, suspected that since the expanded lung has such a large air-liquid interface, surface tension would likely be of great importance for respiratory function. He speculated that when the neonate initially inhales air into its lungs, surface tension could be expected to offer great resistance to lung expansion. To test this hypothesis he compared the pressure required to expand atelectatic lungs with air and with a liquid. He found, as he had suspected, that much more pressure had to be exerted when the lungs were expanded with air, and he explained very clearly how surface tension was the reason for this difference (1).

Aeration of neonatal lungs as affected by surface tension

During the newborn infant’s first breath there will be hemispherical air-liquid interfaces, menisci, moving down...
through the conducting airways. Since the airway of the lung is hydrophilic, as a glass capillary is, the concavity of the meniscus is facing the air, and surface tension of the airway liquid, \( \gamma \), acting along the inner circumference of the airway, is opposing a movement of the meniscus towards the alveoli. For this reason an evaluation of surface tension in the neonate’s airway liquid is of interest.

**CAPILLARITY**

Capillarity is a classical method to evaluate surface tension. Its principle is demonstrated in Figure 1 (left). If the end of a vertical glass capillary with a known radius, \( R \), is lowered below the surface of the liquid to be studied, the liquid will rise to a certain height, \( h \). Surface tension of the liquid is then in balance with the weight of the liquid column. If the lower end of the capillary is enclosed in a chamber in which pressure can be accurately lowered, the meniscus can be made to move down to the level of the surrounding liquid (Figure 1, right). The meniscus remains at this level, where the effect of gravity has been abrogated, only because there is a pressure difference, \( \Delta P \), across the surface of the meniscus. \( \Delta P \), acting over the inner cross section of the capillary, \( \pi R^2 \), constitutes the force, \( \Delta P \pi R^2 \), holding the meniscus at this level and it is counteracted by \( \gamma 2 \pi R \), the force exerted by surface tension, \( \gamma \), along the inner circumference of the capillary. This derives the equation \( \Delta P \pi R^2 = 2 \pi R \) which can be simplified to \( \Delta P = 2 \gamma / R \), which is the law of Laplace as it applies to a spherical surface.

When surface tension of the neonate’s airway liquid has been determined, the law of Laplace would seem to make it possible to calculate the pressure difference, \( \Delta P \), required to force the air-liquid interface to pass the most narrow section of the conducting airway. Once the meniscus has passed that section the alveolus would become expanded with air. However, the radius of the narrow section of the airway, \( R \), would have to be known, and if surface tension of the airway liquid were to be determined with the method illustrated in Figure 1, only the value of the equivalent surface tension would be known, i.e., the value pertinent to a surface area not changing in size.

**SURFACE TENSION AFFECTED BY PULMONARY SURFACTANT**

Surface tension of the mature neonate’s airway liquid is reduced by surfactant originating from type II alveolar cells. Pulmonary surfactant consists of about 85% phospholipids (2), amphipathic molecules characterized by having a polar head which is hydrophilic, whereas the fatty acids, at the other end of the molecule, are decidedly hydrophobic. Because the molecule is partly explicitly hydrophobic it cannot be completely surrounded by water molecules; the fatty acids must stay away from the water and they will if they adjoin the fatty acids of other phospholipid molecules. This is probably the reason that the molecules, as they are synthesized, form typical arrangements in the moist cytoplasm of type II cells. They are known as lamellar bodies and consist of concentric bilayer shells, layered one outside the other.

Between the phospholipid molecules, composing the bilayers of the lamellar bodies, are also the surfactant associated proteins, nominated surfactant protein (SP)-A, SP-B, SP-C and SP-D (3). In the last 10 years they have been the focus of an enormous investigative activity. However, their function is still not completely clear, although two of them, SP-B and SP-C, are known to be essential since they promote rapid adsorption – a fast formation of a phospholipid monolayer at an air-liquid interface (4-9). Clark et al (10) strongly support the functional importance of SP-B. When the gene for this apoprotein was disrupted in mice, lamellar bodies did not form in a normal manner in the fetal type II cells and, in spite of postnatal respiratory efforts, the lungs did not become expanded and the neonates succumbed. There are also reports that surfactant proteins A, B and C counteract the surfactant inhibiting effect of plasma proteins (11) and that SP-A helps combat airway infection (12,13). There are several excellent reviews on the molecular biology, structure and function of the apoproteins (8,9,14).

The equivalent surface tension will be very much affected by an expansion (or a compression) of the surface area at which a monolayer has formed. As the meniscus of the airway is moving in the direction of the alveoli during the initial aeration there is a continuous expansion of the conducting airway’s air-liquid interface. The adsorbance of amphipathic
molecules to this expanding surface area may not be quick enough to keep up the number of molecules that would be present at the surface under equivalent conditions. The intermolecular distance would then be greater, resulting in a higher value of surface tension. Once the alveolus becomes aerated the surface area is vastly increased and when breathing has been established there will be a regular oscillation of the surface area: a compression during expiration and an expansion during inspiration.

The law of Laplace, \( \Delta P = 2\gamma/R \), makes it clear that if surface tension, \( \gamma \), remains at a fixed value, \( \Delta P \) would increase during expiration when the alveolar radius, \( R \), is diminishing. This would mean that for the alveolus to remain expanded during expiration, it has to be surrounded by a pressure which becomes more negative as the alveolar radius diminishes. However, it is well known that during expiration transmural pressure is diminishing. Furthermore, the alveoli will not all be of the same size, and those that are smallest are at the greatest risk of collapsing since they require to be surrounded by a greater negative pressure to remain expanded. These inadequacies made it clear to Pattle (15,16) and Clements (17,18) that surface tension could not remain at a fixed value throughout the respiratory cycle.

Thirty-five years ago there were several established methods to measure surface tension, but Clements saw the need for a method to evaluate how surface tension was affected when a film, formed at the air-liquid interface, was rhythmically compressed and expanded. These inadequacies made it clear to Pattle (15,16) and Clements (17,18) that surface tension could not remain at a fixed value throughout the respiratory cycle.

PULMONARY SURFACTANT

The reason that amphipathic molecules cause surface tension to change when surface area is compressed or expanded has been the subject of many studies. A current report gives an excellent review of the most recent concepts (19). The amphipathic molecule is characterized by having a polar head which is hydrophilic while the opposite end is hydrophobic, and for that reason will be attracted to air. The major component (68.5%) of pulmonary surfactant is diacetylphosphatidylcholine and more than half of that phospholipid has two palmitic acids constituting the molecule’s hydrophobic end (2). This gives the molecule the full name of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC).

Palmitic acid is a 16-carbon chain which is straight since it has no double bonds. For this reason DPPC molecules can be very tightly packed, and when the surface area is compressed, forcing the molecules to come even closer together, this is mechanically resisted. A high surface pressure, \( \pi \), develops which will have a significant influence on surface tension, since \( \gamma_s = \gamma_w - \pi \), where \( \gamma_s \) is the actual surface tension and \( \gamma_w \) is surface tension of water (72 mN/m). With pulmo-
Enhorning and Robertson (23) carried out studies on premature rabbit neonates delivered by caesarean section on the 27th day of gestation. At that gestational age the fetuses are very immature and surfactant synthesis has not yet been initiated. Before the neonates had taken their first breath, pulmonary surfactant was instilled into the trachea, whereas nothing was given to the controls. The surfactant was obtained by lavaging the lungs of adult rabbits and concentrated by centrifugation. The first study (23) was very encouraging and with a series of continued studies in rabbits (24-27) and monkeys (28,29) it was demonstrated that, when natural surfactant is instilled into the trachea or the pharynx of the premature neonate, preferably before the first breath, survival rate, blood gases and chest radiograms improved quite dramatically compared with data from control neonates. It could be concluded that surfactant treatment of the premature neonate is indeed effective. However, the crude natural surfactant used for these studies was not sterile and contained about 10% protein for which reasons it could not be used for human neonates. With any method of sterilization it lost its surface activity, probably because of the high protein content.

Under the leadership of Possmayer (30) the crude surfactant was transformed to a preparation that appeared to be acceptable for clinical use. The lipids were extracted and resuspended in saline solution. Initially this was felt to lead to a complete removal of proteins. However, it turned out that two lipophilic apoproteins had not been removed but had stayed with the lipids during the extraction procedure. This was a fortunate mistake, since the apoproteins, later nominated SP-B and SP-C (3), have subsequently been shown to be of crucial importance by securing fast adsorption (4-10).

With the extraction procedure the protein content was lowered to 1 to 2%, which was the likely reason that sterilization by autoclaving could be carried out without loss of surface activity. Further animal studies (31) with this sterilized preparation offered convincing evidence that the preparation, called calf lung surfactant extract by Notter et al (32), was appropriate for human use. One controlled and randomized trial was carried out in Toronto (33) and one in Buffalo (34). They both supported the concept that RDS of the neonate can be prevented and treated by a supplementation of the premature infant’s inadequate supply of endogenous surfactant. However, the first study pointing to this possibility had been published five years earlier by Fujiwara et al (35).

**IN VITRO METHODS FOR A STUDY OF SURFACTANT FUNCTION**

The Wilhelmy method yielded valuable information concerning the function of pulmonary surfactant. However, it had its clear limitations, and in an attempt to simulate more closely the in vivo situation the pulsating bubble surfactometer was constructed (36). It was conceived as a model of an alveolus (Figure 3). At the lower end of a vertical capillary a bubble is expanded in a chamber holding the liquid to be studied. By forcing the bubble to oscillate from a fixed maximal to a fixed minimal size as the pressure around the bubble,
and thereby the value of $\Delta P$, is recorded, surface tension, $\gamma$, can be calculated according to the law of Laplace, $\gamma = \Delta PR/2$. Since $R$, the radius, changes according to a certain program, from a maximum of 0.55 mm to a minimum of 0.4 mm, a microprocessor can be programmed so that, as the information about the value of $\Delta P$ comes in, $\gamma$ can be calculated and continuously recorded. A digital printout of the value of $\gamma$ can also be obtained when the bubble is of maximal ($180^\circ$) and of minimal size ($0^\circ$) and when the cycle is at $90^\circ$ and $270^\circ$.

The pulsating bubble surfactometer has the advantage of requiring only a small sample (the sample chamber has a volume of 25 $\mu$L); cleaning is easy since the sample chamber is disposable; rate of pulsation can vary from 0 to 99 and can thus simulate the rate of breathing; temperature can be controlled from $+5^\circ$C to $+50^\circ$C; and with the addition of the Hypophase Exchanger the liquid surrounding the active monolayer can be replaced. However, the pulsating bubble surfactometer also has its limitations. The phospholipids of the surfactant preparation studied must be at a relatively high concentration, usually at least 1 mg/mL. Furthermore, there is the possibility that the monolayer is not only at the surface of the bubble, but is also extruded into the vertical capillary where it would line its inner wall.

It is a distinct possibility that surfactant is indeed extruded into the vertical capillary, but if that happens it is likely that the wall of the capillary eventually becomes saturated, and that would impede further extrusion of the bubble monolayer. That assumption was supported by experiences with the Hypophase Exchanger. An active preparation of pulmonary surfactant was studied, and when the recording showed that an active surfactant monolayer had formed and was lining the bubble, the liquid surrounding it was replaced with saline solution. This could be done repeatedly without a significant change of the surface tension recording. If there had been a continued loss of the monolayer to the capillary the tracing would indicate a loss of activity since surfactant molecules from the hypophase could no longer be replaced. To avoid the possibility of a monolayer loss to the capillary, Schürch (37) has made a modification of the pulsating bubble surfactometer which allows him to study a ‘captive bubble’. He has also developed an interesting technique to evaluate the surface tension existing inside the airways (38).

**SURFACANT IN THE CONDUCTING AIRWAY**

A surfactant monolayer is quite likely to be extruded from the surface of the bubble but probably also from the surface of the alveolus. If that did not occur, it is unlikely that the narrow conducting airway would be lined by a surface monolayer, since the site of surfactant synthesis is the alveolar type II cell. However, a surfactant monolayer has clearly been demonstrated with electron microscopy (39,40) and it has been suspected that it is required for the proper function of the conducting airway (41-43). Lately, an in vitro model of the conducting airway has provided evidence that pulmonary surfactant may secure the patency of a narrow glass tube, and therefore most likely will also secure patency of the most narrow section of a conducting airway (44,45). A recent publication reports that pulmonary surfactant will maintain patency of the rat’s conducting airway (46).

**SURFACANT FUNCTION IN THE CONDUCTING AIRWAY**

Figure 4 illustrates how surfactant might function in the terminal conducting airway. If surfactant is missing, or for some reason is inhibited in its function, the small amount of liquid lining the inner wall of the airway will be attracted to the airway’s most narrow part; there is then the risk that during expiration, when the width of the terminal conducting airway is reduced, the moist surface on one side will touch that on the other and a column of liquid will form to block the lumen of the airway completely. The law of Laplace as it applies to a cylindrical surface, $\Delta P = \gamma/R$, may explain this course of events. Where the airway lumen is most narrow, its radius, $R$, will have the lowest value. Consequently, $\Delta P$ would have the highest value in the most narrow section, if $\gamma$ had the same value in all sections of the airway. $\Delta P$ is the pressure difference across the air-liquid interface. Since pressure in the air is very close to being identical in adjacent parts of an open airway, the most negative pressure in the liquid lining the airway would be in the most narrow part. This would attract more liquid to that section so that a blocking column of liquid eventually might form.

Well functioning pulmonary surfactant will prevent the formation of a blocking liquid column. This has been demonstrated experimentally, and can be explained in the following way. When a monolayer of surfactant has formed at the air-liquid interface it will become compressed at the most narrow section as liquid is accumulating in that section. The compression gives a high value of surface pressure, $\pi$, which will reduce the value of $\gamma$ in the most narrow section. If $\gamma$ is reduced more than the radius is, pressure in the liquid lining the most narrow section would no longer be less than it is in liquid lining other parts of the airway, and there would be no at-
pressure will not be at zero for the full 120 s period. If the surfactant is partly inhibited and thus not functioning optimally, pressure will drop as just described, but within the 120 s of recording, liquid will return and cause pressure to be increased again. This may be repeated several times and as a consequence pressure will not be at zero for the full 120 s period. If the surfactant is functioning very poorly, or if the liquid tested consists of water or a pure liquid such as acetone or chloroform, pressure will be raised as soon as it has dropped to zero and it will never remain at zero during the 120 s period of recording. The capillary is then seen to be closing repeatedly with formation of new liquid columns, time of openness being defined as zero (Figure 5, bottom).

What causes surfactant to lose its ability to maintain patency? Contamination with plasma proteins is a likely and common reason. Such a contamination will occur when there is a leakage of plasma proteins into the lumen of the conducting airway. This will occur during an inflammation, perhaps caused by an asthma attack, which today is recognized as being an inflammatory reaction (47-50). Plasma proteins may also leak into the airway lumen during RDS or when an inflammation is caused by air pollution or by an infection, such as a viral or bacterial pneumonia, or one complicating cystic fibrosis.

Surfactant might also become inactivated by the action of hydrolyzing enzymes. Phospholipase A2 (PLA2), released from macrophages and mast cells, hydrolyzes DPPC into free palmitic acid and lysophosphatidylcholine. Another enzyme, lysophospholipase (PLB), would obtain the necessary substrate from the PLA2 hydrolysis. PLB has been shown to be released from eosinophils (51,52); during an asthma attack in an atopic individual it is likely that large quantities of PLB will be released, since eosinophilia is one of the characteristics of the allergic reaction. Another indication that PLB is released in amounts so enormous that the enzyme falls out as crystals, is the fact that Charcot-Leyden crystals have been found to consist of PLB as the sole protein (51,52).

**THE CAPILLARY**

As a model of the surfactant function in a terminal conducting airway an in vitro system has been developed (Figure 5). It consists of a glass capillary containing a short section which has been made very narrow (inner diameter 0.2 mm). In that narrow section 0.5 μL of the liquid to be studied is deposited. The liquid forms a column blocking the lumen. When pressure is raised on one side of the column the liquid will move out of the narrow section just as a flow of air through the lungs’ airways will force liquid to move out of narrow sections where it might have accumulated. The question is: will the liquid return to the narrow section or will the airway remain patent? The pressure required to extrude the liquid out of the narrow section is recorded. If the liquid tested is a well functioning surfactant, it will not return and a pressure of zero will be recorded for the full time of recording, 120 s after the liquid was first extruded so that pressure dropped to zero (Figure 5, top). If the surfactant is partly inhibited and thus not functioning optimally, pressure will drop as just described, but within the 120 s of recording, liquid will return and cause pressure to be increased again. This may be repeated several times and as a consequence pressure will not be at zero for the full 120 s period. If the surfactant is functioning very poorly, or if the liquid tested consists of water or a pure liquid such as acetone or chloroform, pressure will be raised as soon as it has dropped to zero and it will never remain at zero during the 120 s period of recording. The capillary is then seen to be closing repeatedly with formation of new liquid columns, time of openness being defined as zero (Figure 5, bottom).

What causes surfactant to lose its ability to maintain patency? Contamination with plasma proteins is a likely and common reason. Such a contamination will occur when there is a leakage of plasma proteins into the lumen of the conducting airway. This will occur during an inflammation, perhaps caused by an asthma attack, which today is recognized as being an inflammatory reaction (47-50). Plasma proteins may also leak into the airway lumen during RDS or when an inflammation is caused by air pollution or by an infection, such as a viral or bacterial pneumonia, or one complicating cystic fibrosis.

Surfactant might also become inactivated by the action of hydrolyzing enzymes. Phospholipase A2 (PLA2), released from macrophages and mast cells, hydrolyzes DPPC into free palmitic acid and lysophosphatidylcholine. Another enzyme, lysophospholipase (PLB), would obtain the necessary substrate from the PLA2 hydrolysis. PLB has been shown to be released from eosinophils (51,52); during an asthma attack in an atopic individual it is likely that large quantities of PLB will be released, since eosinophilia is one of the characteristics of the allergic reaction. Another indication that PLB is released in amounts so enormous that the enzyme falls out as crystals, is the fact that Charcot-Leyden crystals have been found to consist of PLB as the sole protein (51,52).
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